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Youth Violence

What is youth violence? What can I do about it? What causes it? Violence is never the answer. If you see violence happening between two children do something about it. These are some of the questions I have about youth violence. I have dealt with youth violence for most of my life. It has been around me for many years in and out of school. Youth violence affects us one way or another and it is the act of misbehaving children. There are many causes of youth violence that have affected my life. There are many things that you and I can do about this. Many people see youth violence happening around them and don’t even do anything about it. Children don’t think anything about what they are doing until something really bad happens.

Youth violence is something that I don’t want to deal with in life but I have no choice. Youth violence
has affected my life in some ways. It has interrupted my classes more than once. Children have thrown things across the class room to try to hurt another classmate. I have also had to have the teacher stop class to break up a verbal fight between two kids. I have also gotten into some verbal fights and it has ruined a relationship between two different people. These are some ways that youth violence has affected my life.

Some causes of youth violence are that children do not like the way the other person acts. It can also happen when people do not like the way that some children treat others. When one person says that they do not like some things about another it can cause a fight which can lead to violence. Many children fight over money or even a simple pencil but the smallest things can start the biggest fights. It does not madder who the person is a child will start a fight with. Violence is not far away from anything so do what you canto not fight with others.

I can do many different things about youth violence. I can talk to my friends and classmates about nonviolence. I can ask them to not start fights with other classmates. I can also try not to get over
worked about what people say about me or also do to me. You can also do this kind of stuff with your classes to prevent youth violence from getting worse. Teachers can talk to classes or even one child that causes many of the fights in the school. Even parents can have a talk with their child to prevent them from starting violence anywhere.

Youth violence can start with one spoken word from one child to another. You can’t always do something but when you can tell an adult. You just need to remember to never be the reason of violence but be the preventer. Always remember one little thing can change the world. If you have a chance to change the world then do it because it can change a person’s life. I am not a fan or a supporter of youth violence and nether should you. Be a buddy not a bully.